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THE RULES ETC FOR THIS SEASON:
1.
2.
3.
4.

September is for practice only!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Beginners only in Sept, Saturday’s Sept. 3th,10th,17th,24th; Shooting fee $5.00 starting time at 8:30
Old-timers only in Sept. Tuesday’s Sept.6th, 13th, 20nd &27th; shooting fee $5.00; starting time at 6:30
Regular JOAD starts for everyone Saturday October 1, 2016;
First Group (1st Line) starts shooting at 8:30;
Second Group (2nd Line) starts shooting at 11:30 If needed. Right now all archers will be at 8:30
Please be here about 30 minutes before your scheduled shooting time, as you must sign-in, pay, put your
equipment together and check it out; plus do your warm-up and stretching exercises.
5. Starting October 1, 2016, shooting starts for everyone: Shooting fee for everyone:
Tuesday’s $2.00 and Saturday’s $5.00; Family rate is $10.00.
6. Everyone must join the sportsmen club jr membership fee $30.00 and USA archery membership $
30.00.
7. New members must be nine (9) years old or older. No new members after Dec. 2016, unless they have
shooting experience.
8. We are limiting our membership to 48; 24 on the 8:30 time slot and 24 on the 11:30 time slot. The
archers that have been in the JOAD Program the longest have first choice of time slots. First come first
serve, so let Randy know. If you miss three (3) Saturday’s in a row you will loose your time slot!!!!!!
Because of how many archers we have we may have a waiting list.
9. The archers will pay for there tournament shoots this year. Witch will be paid in advanced {by at least
two weeks} to get the first line at the shoot. If the money is not paid in the archer will not be signed up
to shoot. Refunds will be up to the club that the shoot is at.
10. When you come to shoot; you will sign-in (that means print your name and your merit class); pay before
putting your equipment together and checking it out; plus doing your warm-up and stretching exercises.
All of this is to be done before your start-up time of 8:30 or 11:30. Let’s make every effort to be here
and ready to shoot by your starting time. This will also do away with all the confusion and reassigning
everyone!!!!!!!!!
11. At all away JOAD sanctioned shoots our Club will be CLOSED, as we want all of our archers to travel.
Dress code for all shooters: Black pants and you’re shooting shirt, which will be tucked in your trousers.
LOOK NEAT!!!
12. Tournaments results will be sent out by email to everyone who has it and there will be a copy left at the
club to be posted on the board.
13. You can earn your Merit Pins on your first 30 arrows or on your second 30 arrows, you can also warn
Merit Awards on your first 30 arrows and second 30 arrows but you can not jump a merit class.
14. When you have shot and earned your White Star pin you will receive a shooting shirt. It WILL be worn
at Saturday shoots and all away shoots. When you earn your Red Star pin you will receive a traveling
shirt and when you earn your Yellow Star pin you will receive a personalized belt for Olympian you will
receive a new quiver.
15. SAFETY is number ONE!!!! No horse playing in the shooting room and no messing around with other
archer’s equipment without their permission.
16. You may borrow Club equipment; but it must be signed out and in!!!!
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17. January first every year; everyone in the JOAD program is a year older.
18. .We shoot 60 scoring arrows every Saturday with double scoring. Two signatures on each score card
witch each archer turns his/her own score card in at the desk. Score cards must be neat and legible.
Weekly attendance is not required but strongly advised, as practice makes a better athlete and a better
archer.
19. Last of all:
LETS ALL THINK POSITIVE: NO NEGATIVE THOUGHTS OR STATEMENTS!!!! EVERYONE
WILL HELP CLEAN-UP AND PUT CLUB EQUIPMENT AWAY!!!!

Confused Simon will leave you with this quote:
“The price of success is hard work, dedication to the job at hand and the determination that weather we
win or lose; we have applied the best of ourselves to the task at hand.”

Vince Lombardi

.

